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The government Investigation of land fraud cases
has begun in Idaho. Why this longcircling around the
rich field of inquiry in California?
•
The walnut growers are praying for rain to start the
cracking of the hulls. The harvesting season is two or

three weeks late because the hulls decline to open.

[ It is a good guess that the president is now making the most enjoyable tour of his career. The southern people have peculiar appreciation for a man of his
stamp.

The big cities in which municipal elections occur
next month all are intent now upon "regulating vice
and crime." They do enough of that kind of regulating
Just before election to last another year.

\

1 President
Roosevelt's passage through Georgia was
in striking contrast to the passage of Sherman and his
men ."from Atlanta to the sea." There is no more solid
stone in the federal arch today than that of Georgia.

.; California astronomers say a vast group of spots
on the sun is coming into view, "which may exceed in
size any hitherto observed." The most belligerent person would hardly undertake to "knock the spots off"
the sun.
'
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'

!'! E. H.:Harrlman did not accept "Scotty's" challenge
(or a railway race across the continent, but he is likely
to make a record for speed from San Francisco to New
York. What does human life count for compared with
record-breaking speed?
"*
San Francisco's city chemist reports the discovery
in milk samples of coal tar dyes, borax and "the presence of poisons and disease germs chemically known a3
Btaphylococci, deplococci and streptcocci." No wonder

there are 4000 saloons In San Francisco.

Wyoming thinks of solving the life insurance problem by starting a state institution to handle the business. As that state, like all the others, has about all It
can do to handle its legitimate line of public affairs, tht>
policy suggested la questionable, to say the least

The "views of Congressman Tawney of Minnesota
on the Arizona admission question
are a great surprise.
'
Ifthey are accurately reported. Itwas understood while
the congressmen were on their visit to Arizona that they
all, practically, had been converted to the policy of admission.
It turns out that The Herald was right, as usual, in
Its early estimate of the mysterious Croesus of Death
valley. The Herald intimated that the mystery had a
substantial advertising scheme for a foundation, and
ventured the guess that "•Scotty' is not such a fool as
he seems."
The long expected has come at laßt. A Chicago club
woman rises to demand that women be represented in
the president's cabinet. President Roosevelt "fires"
members of his cabinet so often that a woman might
not have time to settle firmly in a seat before getting
the "bounce."
A local matter-of-fact Sunday Bchool promoter thinka
the great need for stimulating attendance is "an Investment by the church of more money in the Sunday
schools." Observation leads to the belief that more frequent summer picnics and a more prolonged Christmas
would be helpful.
It is not taffy that the Chicago man hands out to
Los Angeles in saying that Los Angeles has "as fine a
body of men serving In the police and fire departments
as can be found In a similar capacity anywhere else In
the United States." It is a deserved compliment to
deserving men.
Louisville presents about the only cheerful phase of
politics in the present campaigns. Two women of the
Kentucky city are rival candidates for the office of
school superintendent. It Is said that their proficiency
in the game of politics astonishes old stagers of the
male persuasion.
The astonishing statement comes from the state insane asylum of Washington that the percentage of cures
of patients can be increased one-half by a newly introduced hot water treatment. Being In metaphorical hot
water has driven many people to insanity, hence here Is
another example of like curing like.
An advance In the price of sugar beets Is to be paid
to growers In the Oxnard district next season. The
minimum price will he $3.50 per ton, increasing in proportion to the percentage of saccharine matter. During
the late season some lots of beets yielded 25 per cent
of saccharine and in a few Instances 33 per cent. It is
this unusually large percentage of the essential element
in the California beets that gives them higher rank than
the product in other sugar beet growing state 3.

The" managers of the gas company are "laughing In
their sleeves," no doubt, at the spectacle of an official
inspector of gas meters, with a brand new equipment
for testing meters, but with no call for his services.
This because a person who has reason to suspect his
meter must pay a dollar to have it inspected. And the
dollar seems to be more important than the suspicion
'
about the meter. Hence the,' inspector'? .work is confined largely to' drawing his monthly' salary of f125.
,The tax for inspection should be abolished.

Now the mayor is threatened with the "recall."
Like a boy with a new gun, eager to shoot at anything
and everything, the recall agitators are Inclined to aim
at whatever is in sight. The failure to recall the councllman of the Eighth ward did not discourage the admirers of that new municipal toy. They seem to think
a more glittering mark would be easier to hit, and so
they train their popgun on the mayor.
The mayor is under the ban of the recallers because,
as stated in their meeting, of his "inefficiency" in the
matter of the South Park railway wrangle. It was a number of the same element of kickers who agitated for the
ripping of that track as a means of annoying the railway company in relation to the franchise. Having seen
the fruition of the plan to stop the operation of the car
line at the Instance of the mayor, they now turn about
not secure a
and threaten the mayor because he does
'
resumption of operations on the line.
glaring
inconsistency
agitators
of such
is not,
The
however, the chief cause for censuring them. They are
showing to the community what a really harmful thing
the initiative, referendum and recall combination may
become, it is' not. difficult, as experience proves, to
get, enough. signatures for a recall or a referendum In
regard to almost any question. And as agitators thrive
on agitation, they might keep the city almost constantly
in a state of. unrest. Commencing with an attempt to
recall the mayor, they might run the whole municipal
gamut and , work the scheme in every department/
The initavive, referendum and recall constitute an
Important and useful safeguard, but one that should be
used onlyin extreme cases. It is not an appliance to be
used, like the brake on a wagon, at every little descent.
Nor is it a thing to be handled by chronic agitators at
any time or in,any circumstances.
The results of applying these remedies in the municipal affairs of Los Angeles have been such utter
failures that the people are beginning to lack patience
In hearing anything ahout initiative, referendum and
recall.
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